Washing & Storing Instructions for the
Climate Seal System
An important part of maintaining your Climate Seal™ interior storm window system is the washing and storing of your
window inserts. The following instructions detail the recommended products and methods used in keeping your window
inserts crystal clear and functioning properly.

Cleaning Product Recommendations:
1. Brillianize™ Plastic Cleaner (8oz, 32 oz & 128 oz containers)
2. Kimberly Clark® Economizer® Reusable Wipes (90 ct and 12 pk cases)
While the Flexible Climate Seal™ Interior Magnetic Insulating Window System can be washed with mild soap or dish
washing liquid mixed with lukewarm water and a soft cloth, it is strongly recommended that anti-static cleaner/polish
solutions and non-abrasive wipes be used. Climate Seal™ exclusively features Brillianize Cleaner® and Kimberly Clark®
Economizer® wipes. They are both available for purchase through www.climateseal.com
Brillianize™ Plastic Cleaner is an anti-static cleaner/polish, which will prevent electrostatic charge, and will leave the
surface with a brilliant shine and crystal clear, while resisting finger marking and repelling dust. And every time you
polish your Climate Seal™ you will also build up an invisible layer of protection against potential scratching. To ensure
the window insert is polished properly polished and crystal clear, please adhere to the following steps in a timely
manner to avoid the cleaner from drying on the acrylic surface and causing a clouding or milky film.
1. Avoid cleaning the window inserts in direct sunlight if the temperature is above 75 degrees Fahrenheit.
This may cause the cleaner to dry too quickly and leave a visible film and the need to redo all steps again.
2. Shake the Brillianize™ Plastic Cleaner well before use. Apply a generous amount of cleaner that covers the
entire acrylic window insert surface.
3. Use the first wipe to gently spread the cleaner over the acrylic surface evenly, but not too firm because you
are not trying to wipe it dry with the first cloth.
4. Once you have spread the solution evenly across the acrylic surface, take the next cloth and begin to wipe the
acrylic in straight, linear motions (not circular like car wax polishing) to avoid any debris from scratching the
surface of the acrylic. The cleaning solution should reduce to a fine bead, but still wet to the touch.
5. Use another new cloth to polish the acrylic surface dry. The acrylic surface should be crystal clear and “smooth
as ice” to the touch.
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Storing Procedures:
If you have purchased our single panel Climate Seal™ window inserts and wish to ventilate the room with fresh air or
take down some or your entire set of window inserts out of heating/cooling season then you will need to remember a few
simple steps to ensure product longevity and protect the acrylic surface from marring or scratching. The following steps are
recommended:
1. Each pair of same sized window inserts come with a poly-tubing storage bag prior to installation. Wrapping them in
t-shirt cloth or old sheets is also fine. These bags are meant to be reused if needed. Because the bags are more of a
sleeve, reinsert your window inserts in pairs (if two were made to the same approximate size) back into the storage
bags and use a couple strips of Scotch© tape on the flaps.
2. The best recommended way to store your Climate Seal™ window inserts is trim side down and on their sides against
a wall or inside a made storage rack. You can also lay a pair of bagged windows down on carpeted floors, underneath
a bed up tight against a wall standing up or again laying trim side down and on their sides. You want to avoid floor
heaters or vents and storing them in any way leaning on a wall, but with much space behind them as the panels are
flexible and can take the bowed shape. See the pictured below for an example.

3. Each year or new heating/cooling season you should polish your Climate Seal™ window inserts.
If you follow these polishing and storing techniques, your window inserts should look great for years to come.
Thank you and we appreciate your business!
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